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iLuaBox 1.1.1 Released - Now Available for all iOS 4.2 Devices
Published on 12/08/10
MobileApp Systems LLC today announces iLuaBox 1.1.1, an update to their Lua scripting
environment running on all Apple iOS 4.2 compatible devices. Lua is a powerful, fast,
lightweight, embeddable scripting language. It has been used in many industrial
applications, with an emphasis on embedded systems and games. Version 1.1.1 improvements
include command history, external keyboard support, and new library functions.
Orchard Park, New York - MobileApp Systems LLC, a developer of mobile software and
hardware solutions for demanding applications, today is proud to announce the immediate
availability of iLuaBox version 1.1.1, a Lua scripting environment running on all Apple
iOS 4.2 compatible devices.
Lua is a powerful, fast, lightweight, embeddable scripting language. It has been used in
many industrial applications, with an emphasis on embedded systems and games. iLuaBox is a
full- featured implementation of the Lua Programming Language that's been optimized for
iOS 4.2 and all of Apple's iOS 4.2 compatible devices.
"iLuaBox version 1.1.1 is a refinement release driven by extensive user feedback." says
Tom Skwara, company President. "I think our customers will appreciate the improvements
made to fit-and-finish while we work on major features such as In-App purchases of
toolboxes that expand iLuaBox depth and functionality."
Recent improvements include command history, external keyboard support, and new library
functions. iLuaBox features side-by-side text views that provide a simple yet powerful
text user interface. Scripts can be edited and tested right on the iOS device. iLuaBox
includes a solid reference manual and examples to get started quickly.
Device Requirements:
* iPad, iPhone (4, 3GS, 3G), or iPod touch (4th, 3rd, 2nd generation)
* iOS 4.2 or later
* 1.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
iLuaBox 1.1.1 is priced at $9.99 (USD) and is available immediately from the App Store in
the Education category. iLuaBox 1.1.1 is a free upgrade to all iLuaBox 1.x users. iLuaBox
is part of the App Store Volume Purchase Program, where education institutions in the
United States can purchase iLuaBox in volume for distribution to their students and
faculty. Promo codes are available for qualified reviewers. Please specify the website or
blog you represent when making your request.
MobileApp Systems:
http://www.mobileappsystems.com
iLuaBox 1.1.1:
http://www.mobileappsystems.com/products/iluabox
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/iluabox/id398073834?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/057/Purple/1d/55/16/mzl.sobzbzjn.480x480-75.jpg
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MobileApp Systems is located in Orchard Park, NY and specializes in the development of
solutions based on the latest mobile platform technologies. With a focus on applications
and hardware as a system, MobileApp Systems is delivering high reliability solutions for
demanding applications. Copyright (C) 2010 MobileApp Systems LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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